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The consumer lending business has a significant opportunity to increase loan volume through deploying new 
digital marketing strategies. While consumer loan marketers have long relied on offline marketing to generate 
high quality loans, new approaches and strategies are being developed to apply this same science and rigor in 
an online environment. Those that understand and embrace these strategies will be poised for online success 
and sales for years to come.

BANKS AND CONSUMER FINANCE COMPANIES ARE 
CAPITALIZING ON POWERFUL NEW DIGITAL MARKETING 
STRATEGIES TO CREATE ENGAGING CUSTOMER  
EXPERIENCES AND FIND HIGHLY QUALIFIED LEADS.

http://merkleinc.com/
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Consumer lending has materially changed since the last Great Recession. Marketers today must be experts at 
acquisition and portfolio management. But, they must also compete in a world with new types of competitors, 
offering more differentiated and finely honed value propositions, deployed through new online media and 
channels. Key factors driving this shift include: 

Changing consumer and search behaviors: The Internet and mobile access have significantly changed how 
consumers search for credit. Additionally, as opening processes become more automated and easier to complete, 
consumers are less reliant on local, branch or location-based providers for credit.

Increased regulation limiting bank innovation: Tightening credit underwriting guidelines and reporting 
requirements are increasing the cost of compliance and reducing access to credit for some consumer segments.

Increased competition from niche, non-traditional lending sources: Less-regulated, non-bank competitors 
are entering the market, and providing solutions that are very tuned to the needs of these segments (and these 
are not just subprime or underbanked populations).

Changing channel consumption patterns: These competitors are pursuing these customers though digital, 
always-on channels across a national marketplace. Examples include peer-to-peer lenders, unsecured digital 
players, and digital wallet providers with lending options.

Shifting interest rate environment: As has always been the case, shifts in interest rates change consumers’ 
receptiveness to credit. In a rising rate environment, for example, consumers are shifting from refinancing 
mortgages to purchasing new homes. These shifts by their vary nature change the product consumption, buying 
process (length and duration) and media consumed.  

Despite these trends, traditional consumer lenders are far from helpless in retaining and growing their market 
share. To continue to survive and thrive in the marketplace, consumer lenders should identify new opportunities 
to grow their portfolios and customer bases. Here are three of the top solutions that marketers are deploying to 
traverse these headwaters and capitalize on the opportunities they present:

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR CONSUMER LENDING ONLINE 
MARKETING AND SALES
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Marketing analytics 
plays a lead role here 
with measurement, 
predictive analytics, 
attribution, and 
optimization solutions 
to maximize the 
effectiveness of 
spend across channels

Direct mail is a large part of the marketing mix for most lenders, and they 
continue to send billions of direct mail pieces each year. While direct 
mail should still be a large part of every lender’s business, we believe that 
lenders must supplement this initiative with digital channels to acquire 
new customers, especially as more and more consumers use the Internet 
to purchase financial products. To capture these segments and to reinforce 
the offline media, lenders should use their offline targeting assets to reach 
these otherwise non-responsive segments in an online environment.

Using first and third party data from offline marketing programs is a great 
way for financial services companies to jump start their online media 
portfolio or supplement existing media, whether you’re trying to create awareness, drive engagement or drive 
conversion. Using offline data to drive online media targeting has many advantages over online-only tactics: 

Customer focused: Many financial services companies are primarily focused on marketing to existing 
customers. They have a rich set of first party behavioral, transactional and demographic data and want to 
reach these consumers in low cost, effective online media. Starting with an offline list ensures they reach their 
customer segments with the right offer. For example, they can suppress specific segments to focus on high 
credit quality with prescreen lists or Invitation To Apply (ITA) based risk values.

Transparency: Starting with an offline list allows the targeting to be completely transparent. This may be very 
important for financial services companies that need to have their targeting practices approved by legal and 
compliance groups concerned with Fair Lending and Disparate Impact1. The offline approach has some benefits 
over using third party online targeting data or black box look-a-like models that may not pass your legal and 
compliance approval.

Closed-loop reporting: Starting with an offline list provides the necessary name and address data that allows 
for match back reporting, which enables all online and offline responders to be tracked. The same offline direct 
mail approach used for reporting, modeling, and analytics can be used to refine and improve online media 
programs. Creating models for responders allows for refined targeting for media specific responses.

1The Disparate Impact theory of discrimination allows the government or a private plaintiff to establish discrimination 
based solely on the outcome of a neutral policy, without having to prove any actual intent to discriminate.

USING OFFLINE DATA TO  
TARGET WITH ONLINE MEDIA1
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Basically, there are two ways to target 
online media with offline data: people 
platforms and cookie platforms. 
People platforms include large social 
networks, like Facebook and Twitter, 
where consumers are easily identifiable 
and, therefore, offer highly efficient 
native advertising. Cookie platforms 
are the Data Management Platform/
Data Supply Platform (DMP/DSP) 
solutions where Personal Identified 
Information (PII), such as name, 
address, email, etc., can be used to 
identify an individual’s cookie ID. 
With a nearly perfect match rate, advertisers can then use Real-Time Bidding (RTB) inventory with various 
Interactive Advertising Bureau or IAB ad units2.  

2Learn more about IAB ad units by visiting: http://www.iab.net/guidelines/508676/508767/ad_unit 
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Figure 2: Illustrative Marketing and Sales Funnel Highlighting Mid-level Opportunity
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Marketing analytics 
plays a lead role here 
with measurement, 
predictive analytics, 
attribution, and 
optimization solutions 
to maximize the 
effectiveness of 
spend across channels

Using offline data to target online, the marketing funnel can be used to accomplish different marketing 
objectives (e.g., awareness, consideration, engagement, conversion, etc). In Figure 2, we can see how new levels 
of addressability enable marketers to utilize greater parts of the middle phases of the sales funnel to create 
more meaningful, targeted experiences. Marketers no longer have to wait until a lead is fully identified prior 
to making specific, targeted marketing interactions, thereby making more of the funnel higher performing and 
more useful.

Below are three lending use cases for using offline data to target consumers via online media, from top of 
funnel awareness to lower funnel conversion and lead nurturing.

Generating awareness for unsecured lending

The top of funnel has always been addressable with email or direct mail media. However, direct mail typically 
has not been cost effective for generating awareness, and the use of email has generally been avoided due 
to potential negative effects on brand equity. Display is now a viable media for measurable upper funnel 
marketing. We can identify relevant consumers and deliver media to create brand and product awareness. The 
key difference between this approach and mass media is that we are starting with a targeted audience of known 
consumers that score high in terms of need for different types of credit versus a broader list.

Building offline direct response models to jump-start online media programs

Further down the funnel we can build more targeted lists for direct response campaigns. In this case, online 
media can be a strong component of the overall marketing mix. Initially, we can start with the same list that 
we would use in direct mail, but over time we would evolve with a model that has a specifically tailored list 
for display media. Because we have the offline list, we can measure exactly who responded regardless of if it is 
through online or offline channels. Display creative and the online customer experience are critical in this type 
of program. We need to drive response with actual offers and response channels optimized for click-to-call, 
mobile and desktop.

Building lead nurturing programs with targeted online media

Many lending programs should utilize engagement devices where we capture hand-raiser PII. For these 
programs, direct mail, telemarketing, and email are typical ways to educate and keep consumers engaged 
throughout the buying cycle. Display media, however, with highly addressable platforms like Facebook and 
Twitter can also be a strong part of the communication plan.

USING OFFLINE DATA TO  
TARGET WITH ONLINE MEDIA (CONT.)
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DRIVING HIGH QUALITY LEADS 
THROUGH ONLINE MARKETING2

The importance of identifying and converting high quality leads in any 
business can’t be overstated. While important in any consumer category, 
it is significantly more important in the lending space. Unlike other 
categories, where the cost of acquiring a new customer is the investment at 
risk, in lending you stand to lose not only your marketing acquisition costs, 
but also exponentially more if your customer does not repay their loan.

This challenge is particularly acute in the unsecured lending space.  
Borrower needs for unsecured loans fall into two basic categories: planned 
and unplanned. Each category carries with it a very different risk profile.  

Planned needs, such as tuition, debt consolidation or home improvement, typically are (relatively speaking) 
lower risk. The act of refinancing higher-rate debt is most usually associated with greater responsibility, 
although indicative of past fiscal irresponsibility. Home improvement, by definition, indicates home ownership, 
a sign of lower risk. 

Unplanned needs (e.g., medical emergency, car repairs) or more accurately, the need to pay for unplanned 
needs by means of an unsecured loan, are associated with higher risk. The need itself signals some level of 
financial distress, but also the lack of adequate resources on hand or access to other/lower cost means of credit 
to cover the expense also signify higher risk.

The interpretation of “high 
quality” in the lending space 
can be two different flavors. 
The first interpretation is 
more literal and applies to the 
characteristics of the borrower. 
In lending, characteristics of 
a high quality lead include 
attributes such as: past credit 
behavior, household income, 
required loan amount, home 
ownership or reason for the 
need.
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characteristics of a high 
quality lead, and begin top 

and lead nurturing.

B. Hand-raiser Identification:
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Figure 3: Illustrative of Marketing and Sales Funnel
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The second interpretation applies to the sales/marketing context and refers to the likelihood of converting the 
prospect to a customer. In this case, we are looking for leads that we can drive through the purchase funnel 
and acquire as customers. So we are interested in those exhibiting “lower funnel” behavior. Figure 3 shows 
objectives in different parts of a marketing/sales funnel. 

A. Upfront Targeting Strategy

This approach begins with a clear definition of a “high quality lead” for your business. That definition may 
include revenue dynamics, prospective risk profiling or current risk assessment. Once you have a defined target, 
the next step is to find them online. Many tools now exist to do so, including:

Once having found the target and built some awareness of your product offering, the final requirement is a 
robust lead nurturing program and effective conversion process.

B. Online Hand-raiser Identification

The nature of this approach relies on being able to identify the potential borrower as they engage in the online 
consideration and engagement process. As with the first strategy, there are many tools, many with the same 
functionality and outcomes, to engage the lead in their lending choice journey, including:

As with the first approach, the key to success is a lead nurturing program that is timely and relevant. This 
program must understand where the lead is in their journey and message appropriately to provide relevant 
information and overcome current concerns.

Paid search   |   Search engine optimization (SEO)   |   Facebook Custom Audiences   |   Paid social display  |  
|  Remarketing lists for search ads (RLSA)   |   Onboarding (offline target lists)   |   Retargeting

SEO   |   Paid search   |   Paid social display   |  Facebook interest targeting  |   
|  Facebook Custom Audiences  |   RLSA   |   Retargeting

DRIVING HIGH QUALITY LEADS  
THROUGH ONLINE MARKETING (CONT.)
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OPTIMIZING THE CONVERSION  
PIPELINE THROUGH CONNECTING  
THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY

When we talk about optimizing the conversion pipeline through 
connecting the customer journey, we are talking about being in the right 
place at the right time and saying the right thing in order to help the 
customer progress through the process of securing a loan.

Building a customer-centric foundation

Before we get into the journey, the lender must understand the nature 
of customer need in this space and the different types of customers in 
the market. As discussed earlier, the need for a loan comes in two basic 
types: planned (e.g., tuition, home improvement, debt consolidation) and 
unplanned (e.g., emergencies, medical expenses, car repair). This is important because the nature of the need 
determines the major criteria the customer uses in choosing a lender. With a planned situation, the customer can 
be more thoughtful, patient and thorough. With an unplanned situation, though, the customer needs help now.

The lender also needs to have insight into the type of customer that is seeking a loan. For simplicity’s sake, 
there are two basic types of customers: those with high credit quality and those with low credit quality. High 
credit quality customers have more options and are typically less concerned about being approved. They are 
more focused on the financial aspects of the loan (rate, terms), and they want a fast and easy process. Low credit 
quality customers are very focused on whether they will be approved, how much they will qualify for, and how 
quickly they can get the money. 

Identifying the customer can be accomplished in many ways. Although certainty in identification is difficult 
and rare, we have many ways of obtaining insight into both the customer and their need:

Search term clues (e.g., “low rates”, “emergency”, “fast”, “low payments”, etc.)

Needs-based terms searching: Without directly seeking out lending options, we can identify 
potential customers by “starting at the end” and looking at purpose-based terms (“car repair”, “tuition”, 
“refinancing”, “home improvement”, “medical expenses”, etc.)

Social media can also offer a means of identifying hand-raisers as they will often seek out their 
communities’ advice for solutions

Surfing behavior indicates where a customer has visited, what they’ve looked at and what they’ve considered

Armed with this understanding, lenders can design their marketing approach to be able to meet the four ‘need states’. 

3
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Connecting the customer journey

We first need a common understanding of the customer’s journey once they have a need. We can envision a common 
customer journey that starts with the customer’s need for a loan and for some fraction there of ending with a conversion.

What is important to understand about the customer journey is that customers don’t all navigate it in the same 
way. Some go through the entire journey start to end while others pick it up somewhere in the middle. Others 
know exactly what they want to do and who they want to do it with and go straight to the end. How thorough 
a customer is at any particular step may vary. Some have no idea what their options are, and some enter the 
process with their consideration set pre-defined. Some focus singularly on a specific decision criteria (e.g., 
interest rate, monthly payment, how soon they can get their money).

The key to success is understanding the ways that the customer navigates the steps of the journey and making 
sure that you have a way of participating in that step and, to the greatest extent possible, communicating the 
most relevant message to that customer.

The table below shows customer and marketing actions that can happen at each phase of the journey. 
Conducting this sort of analysis can be the foundation for a marketing strategy that connects the customer 
journey, as well as establishes marketing messages, media, timing, measurement/tracking and budgeting.

© 2015 Merkle. All Rights Reserved. Confidential © 2015 Merkle. All Rights Reserved. Confidential 2	  

Journey Step What the customer does What you can do How you can do it  

  
  

  

•  Search 
•  Direct sit visit 
•  Social media 
•  Referral 
•  Review marketing models 

•  Identify hand-raisers 
•  Classify customer 
•  Classify need 
•  Identify/prioritize key decision criteria 

•  Proactive targeting (debt consolidation/
home improvement) 

•  SEM (SEO/Paid Search) 
•  Site retargeting 
•  Paid social media display 
•  Onboarding customer data 
•  RLSA 

•  Filters based on these criteria: 
-  Likelihood of application 
-  Loan amount 
-  Speed of funding 
-  Pricing/terms of loan 
-  Ease/service/brand 

•  Match communication emphasis/priority 
with need 

•  Drive to the next step 
•  Track and pursue non-converters 

•  Develop specific creative messaging to 
address criteria 

•  Utilize message clarity best practices 
•  Utilize call-to-action best practices 
•  Track customer progress by pixeling pages 
•  Develop trigger-based follow up strategy 

•  Begins and completes 
application process 

•  Make process easy, clear, intuitive 
•  Keep customer aware of status 
•  Follow up post-funding 

•  Adopt landing page optimization best 
practices 

•  Institute lead nurturing program/follow up 
program 

Conversion 

Consideration 

Selection 

Need 

Awareness 

OPTIMIZING THE CONVERSION  
PIPELINE THROUGH CONNECTING  
THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY (CONT.)
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Consumer lending marketing organizations have some powerful new tactics in acquiring customers online. 
Whether it is leveraging offline data to augment online programs, driving new and high quality leads, or 
pushing more conversions through the customer journey, marketers can confidently use digital media to 
improve their market share and revenue streams.

The first step is to take an inward look to understand the true maturity of your current online marketing 
operations. A second may be to take a look outward to understand what opportunities are viable and productive. 
Together, these views can begin to form a new conversation about what’s possible in the realm of digital media.

Why partner with Merkle

We are helping our clients leverage the science of direct marketing in the online space. This is opening new 
opportunities to expand potential audience segments, while at the same time increasing cost effectiveness and 
conversion. 

Merkle works with clients to design, execute and evaluate integrated customer marketing programs through 
state of the art 1:1 marketing. As a data-driven company, we take a truly integrated, channel-agnostic view 
focused on customer experience rather than channel execution, as is often the case with pure direct mail 
companies.

Retail banking and consumer finance are among the most mature industries for data-driven marketing. We help 
you understand the intersection of specific consumer loan marketing industry knowledge and direct marketing 
principles. Today, Merkle offers the most robust dedicated industry practice in the world, and we are ready to 
partner with you. 

With Merkle as your partner you will get a team that delivers tight integration with advanced analytics to 
make segmentation actionable and execute test and learn strategies across all direct mail and digital marketing 
channels. Our mature digital capability can quickly jump-start your programs into performance driven display 
and search engine marketing. 

As a 1:1 agency, not only will you have a partner, you will have a team that is ready and waiting to get to work 
on your business, help you acquire new customers and build stronger relationships with existing customers, 
achieving a greater return on investment and delivering a healthier bottom line. 

CONCLUSION
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